
textbooks. 178 pages in paperback.

TV ACROSS AUSTRAI.IA
Edited by Kaz Bielecki - 4th Edition 2007

Essential information foranyone travelling Australia, or

iust wanting 10 know the channels, polarity and location
of all television transmitters and translators from coast to
coast. Plus coverage maps, tv transmitter data . . . every-
thing you need to know in lhe one place for the first time!

ETEGTRIG MOTORS A]ID IIRIUES
By Austin Hughes - Third edition 2006
Brand new edition of this amæingly popular book. lntended
for non-specialist users of eleclric motors and drives, filling
the gap betweén academic texts and general 'handbooks'.
Explores all of the widely-used modern types of motor and
drive including conventional & brushless DC, induction
molors, steppers, seryos, synchronous and reluctance.
384 pages, soft cover

MICROGOI{TROLLER PROJEGTS I]I G
THE 8051 by Dogan lbrahim. Published 2000.
Through graded projects introduces the fundamentals of
microelectronics, the 8051 famil¡ programming in C and
the use 0f a C compiler. Provides an interesting, enjoy-
able and easily mastered alternative to more theoretical

SOIAR SUGGESS - Getting it right
eUery time Uy Collyn Rivers. 1st edition
The complete guide to home and property systems.
Covers the ramifications of lighting, fridges and freezers,
air conditioning, washing machines and driers and much
more on solar systems; also covers solar basics and how
to conduct an energy audit. As reviewed in Strcon CHrp

November 2008. 1.1 2 pages.

An easy-to-follow, step-by-step text for a wide variety of power
supplies. All described in simple language. Anyone with a

basic knowledge of electronics can create a very complicated
power supply design. 265 pages in paperback.

PRAGTIGAT GUIIIE TO SATEIIITE ÏU
By Gany Cratt - New 7th Edition 2008

We've had other satellite W books in the past but they have

all had a lot of useless (to this part 0f the world) overseas

stuff. This one is written in Austral¡a, for Australian condilions
by one of Australia's foremost satellite TV experts. lf there
is anything you wanted t0 know about setting up a satellite
W system, (including what you can't do!) it's sure to be

covered in this 176-page paperback book

AIIAI.OG ELECTRO]IIGS
By lan Hickman. 2nd edition 1999.
Essential reading for electronics designers and students
alike. lt will answer questions about core analog theory and

SWITGHI]IG POWER SUPP. A to Z
by Sanjaya Maniktala. Published 2006.
Theoretical and practical aspects of controlling and
measuring electromagnetic intelerence in switching

supplies. lncludes flow-charts for building
DC-DC converters and their magnet¡c com-

ponents under typical wide-input supply
503 pages in hard cover

GD-R0M included.

PLAYERS A]ID DRIUES
by K.F. lbrahim. Published 2003.
A guide to DVD technology and applications, with particular

focus on design issues and pitfalls, maintenance and repair.

ldeal for engineers, technicians, students of consumer
electronics and sales and ¡nstallat¡on staff. As rev¡ewed in

Silicon Chip February 2004. 319 pages in paperback.

PIG lll PRAGIIGE by D w smith.
2nd Edition - published 2006
Based on popular short courses on the PlC, for
professionals, students and teachers. Can be used
at a variety of levels. An ideal introduction to the
world of microconlrollers. 255 pages in paperback.

PERSO]{AI I]ITRODUGTORY GOURSE
By John Morton 3rd edition 2005.
A unique and practical guide to getting up and running
wilh the PlC. lt assumes no knowledge of microcontrollers
- ideal introduction for students, teachers, technicians
and electronics enthusiasts. Revised 3rd edition focuses
entirely on re-programmable flash PlCs such as 16F54,

16F84 12F508 and 12F675. 226 pages in paperback.

Changes to
RS-232G converter

I want to suggest two changes to the circuit of my
port-powered RS2 3 zc-to-cunent loop converter,
published in the Circuit Notebook pages of the April
2009 issue. These changes are necessary to make it
work with some current loop interfaces such as the
Cassette Tape Interface for Microcomputers (from
"Electronics Australia", April 1 g 7 7) which need the
voltage across the SEND output to go below 0,6V
for a logic level of 1.

The changes are as follows:
(1J LED1 in the SEND side of the circuit drops too
much voltage and must be replaced by a link.
(2) The 10kf) resistor in the SEND side of the current
loop circuit must be replaced by a 150Q resistor.

Andrew Partridge,
Toowoomba East, Qld.

local agent in Australia. AII Powakaddy parts are still
available and I think they are regarded as "throw away"
devices. I have found their electronics to be extremely
reliable which is just as well, as I have to "fly blind"
and fortunately have had very little trouble with the
actual boards.

Bob Rayner,
WillowVale, NSW

Gomments about
Tempmaster Mk2

I have a couple of comments about the Tempmaster
Mk2 thermostat project in the February 2009 issue of
SILICoN CHIp. This is a fantastic project but I walt to
improve its reliability.

Firstly, the use of a 3.5mm socket and plug for the
sensor is deflnitely a bad idea. I have used these and
the 6.5mm version in the past and they are fine for
projects where a permanent connection is not wanted,
a good connection is not critical and where the plug is
removed and refitted often.

Because ofbad design though, the earth connection
which is the case of the plug (normally) and the mount
of the socket (normally) is not a spring connection so
they rely on pressure from the tip connection to also
put pressule on the barrel of the plug (still a poor con-
nection but if the plug and socket are kept clean, it
works - just). However, in the case of the stereo version
there is a springy connection on one side for the tip ald
another on the other side for the ring, thus there is no
pressure on the ba¡rel or earth connection.

Fortheir intendeduse withheadphones which are in-
serted ald removed often, this poor connectionmatters
little. I'm sure most people who use headphones know
of the poor connection whenever the plug is wriggled,
All varieties of the stereo version have the same defect,
weather it's 2.5mm, 3;5mm or 6.25mm, but tlere are
versions that do have a springy earth connection.

In the Tempmaster the problem is twofold. First, the
signal is low-Ievel DC instead of higher level AC so

PRAGTIGAT RF HA]IDBOOK
by lan Hickman 4TH E0lTl0N 2006

The lhtest guide to RF design for engineers, technicians, stu-
dents and enthusiasts. Covers key topics in RF: analog design
principles, transm¡ssion lines, couplers, transformers, ampli-

fiers, oscillators, modulation, transmitters and receivers,
propagation & antennas.279 pages in paperback.

AIIALOG TEGHilIOUES WITH
IIIGITAT I]ITERFAGIl{G
by T H Wilmshurst - Published 2001.

RF GIRCUIT I¡ESIG]I
by Chrís Bowick, Second Edition, 2008.
A new edition of the classic FF circuit design book. RF

circuit design is now more important that eve.r in the
wireless world in which we live. ln most of the wireless
devices that we use there is an BF component - lhis
book tells how to design and integrate in a very
practical fashion. 244 pages in paperback.

Covers all the analog electronics needed in a wide range of
higher education programs: first degrees in electronic engi-
neering, experimental science course, MSc electronics and
electronics units for HNDs. Supported by numerous worked
examples and experimental exercises. 312 pages paperback.

SOHR THAT REAttY UIORKS - GAbiNS,
Motolhomes, sth Wheelets, Gampervans
by Collyn Rivers. 2nd edition
All the information you need for successful solar installation
in mobiles.An expert on getting the most out of solar systems,
Collyn Rivers dispels many of the myths and helps you get it
right when there is no mains power available.

Many of the circuits taken from lan Hickman's

magæine articles. 294 pages in Soft cover.

POWER SUPPTY COOI(BOOK
by Marty Brown. 2nd edition 2001.

Smoll Colour TFT LCDs

5 ó" Smoll TFT LCD

/ Fufl2olor TFTLcD
./ NTSC&PAL Compotible
I ,,With Picture Quolity Control
f DV 12V Operotion
I Simple Wir¿ Horness Connection

Digital Video Recorder Modules

,[ 2 Video Ch Input
/ NTSC&PAL

'/ Alorm output
,/ Trigger ínput
/ 5D cord
,/ On Boord Flosh

't IPG&AVT f ile f ormol

.f R¿ol time clock
ur Dote & time slomp
./ PIP, OSD
,/ With keyboord
I RCA corrnections
,f DC input (9V to 12V)
/ Kil ovoiloble

DV;

't VGA or QVGA
f, Frome role 1,10.30fps
.f Recording from l-99 sec
I Presel coplure schedul¿
/ Trigger input

DSC:
,/r 3M, 1 3M &VGA
J PicTura-in-picture
{ Preszl coplure sch¿dulz
,/ Externcl trigger input
{ Keyboord snop shot

ClRCUIT
desicltr

As reviewed in Srucor CHrp November 2008. 82 pages.
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